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Editorial 1It would be no exaggeration to say that the Consortium for Small-Sale Modelling �nds itself ata rossroad. The limited-area model COSMO will be abandoned in a few years' time in favour ofICON-LAM, the Limited Area Mode of the omprehensive modelling framework ICON (ICOsahedralNonhydrostati).A hange of the basi modelling tool is not an easy step. It auses many problems of tehnial, sienti�and organizational harater, and the Consortium works hard to solve them. In order to ensure asmooth transition from the COSMO model to ICON-LAM, the priority projet C2I was launhed in2017 (http://www.osmo-model.org/ontent/tasks/priorityProjets/2i/default.htm). As a result ofthe projet implementation, all Consortium members should be able to perform deterministi foreastwith ICON-LAM. The target date is the �rst quarter of 2022.In-depth disussions of reent results, ongoing work and hallenging issues, of both sienti� andmanagement nature, took plae during the last COSMO General Meetings. Sine July 2017, whenprevious COSMO Newsletter (No. 17) was issued, two meetings took plae. The 19th meeting washeld in Jerusalem, Israel, 11-14 September 2017, and the 20th meeting in St. Petersburg, Russia,3-5 September 2018. Some information, inluding the meeting agendas and the presentations madeat the plenary and parallel sessions, is available at the COSMO web page,see http://www.osmo-model.org/ontent/onsortium/generalMeetings/default.htm.I would like to thank all researhers who ontributed to the urrent issue (No. 18) of the COSMONewsletter. It is worth noting, however, that the urrent issue ontains four ontributions only, lessthan any other Newsletter published so far. The interest to publish in the COSMO Newsletter islearly dereasing, and this trend may well ontinue in the future. A number of remedial measureshave been proposed, and steps are being taken in an attempt to improve the situation. The fu-ture of COSMO Newsletter remains largely unlear, neessitating further disussions of the COSMOpubliation poliy.Dmitrii MironovCOSMO Sienti� Projet Manager
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4 Working Group on Interpretation and Appliations 3
Sensitivity of precipitation forecast skill to the parameterisation of moist

convection in COSMO-based ensemble systemsMatteo VasoniDepartment of Physis and Astronomy, University of Bologna, Italy andArpae-SIMC, Bologna, ItalyAndrea Montani, Tiziana PaagnellaArpae-SIMC, Bologna, Italy1 IntrodutionThe parameterisation of onvetion in limited-area models is an important soure of unertainty as regardsthe spatio-temporal foreast of preipitation. As for the limited-area model COSMO, hitherto, only theTiedtke onvetion sheme (Tiedtke, 1989) was available for the operational runs of the model in onvetion-parameterised mode. In addition to this the Behtold sheme, implemented in ECMWF global model, hasreently been adapted for COSMO appliations. The development and implementation of ensemble systems inwhih di�erent onvetion shemes are used, provides an opportunity to upgrade state-of-the-art probabilistisystems at the onvetion-parameterised sale. The sensitivity of the COSMO model foreast skill to the useof either the Tietdke or the Behtold (Behtold et al., 2008; 2014) shemes is assessed by performing di�erentsets of experiments. This study is part of the CIAO COSMO Priority Task.The performane of COSMO model run with the di�erent shemes is investigated in ensemble mode withpartiular attention to the types of foreast errors (e.g. loation, timing, intensity) provided by the di�erentonvetion shemes in terms of total preipitation.A 10-member ensemble has been run for approximately 2 months with the Behtold sheme, using the sameinitial and boundary onditions as members 1-10 of the operational COSMO-LEPS ensemble system (whihhas 20 members, all run with the Tiedtke sheme). The performane of these members is assessed andompared to that of the system made of members 1-10 of COSMO-LEPS in terms of total preipitationpredition.Finally, the performane of an experimental 20-member ensemble system (whih has 10 members run with theBehtold plus 10 members run with the Tiedtke sheme) is ompared to that of operational COSMO-LEPSover the 2-month period. The new system turned out to have higher skill in terms of preipitation foreastwith respet to COSMO-LEPS over the period. In this approah the use of the Behtold sheme is proposedas a perturbation for the COSMO-LEPS ensemble, relatively to how unertainties in the model representationof the umulus onvetion an be desribed and quanti�ed.2 System desription and methodology of analysisSome experiments have been performed, in order to evaluate the COSMO model performane in ensemblemode when it is run either with the Tiedtke or the Behtold sheme, so as to assess overall abilities andshortomings of the system (Vasoni, 2017). Firstly, we have built a test suite to run a 10-member ensemblewith the Behtold sheme (referred to as Cleps-10B), whih uses the same initial and boundary onditions asmembers 1-10 of the operational COSMO-LEPS (whih has 20 members, all run with the Tiedtke sheme).This suite has been run from 28th Marh to 31th May 2017 with an integration domain overing Central-Southern Europe and Italy (shown in Fig. 1), at the horizontal resolution of about 7 km and 40 vertial layers,and with a 132-hours foreast range, always starting at 00 UTC. In partiular, the sensitivity of the ensemblesystem to the di�erent parameterisation shemes has been assessed by omparing the performane of Cleps-10B to that of Cleps-10T, whih is the 10-member ensemble provided by members 1-10 of COSMO-LEPS,the operational ensemble system of the COSMO onsortium, over the veri�ation period.A further step in the study of COSMO ensemble system sensitivity to di�erent formulation of moist onvetionis the implementation of a new probabilisti system, hereafter Cleps20bt, in whih a multi-physis approahin the model representation of the umulus onvetion is followed. This system is generated by adding themembers of Cleps-10B to members 11-20 of COSMO-LEPS. Therefore, Cleps20bt has 10 members run withthe Behtold sheme plus 10 members run with the Tiedtke sheme and no dupliation of initial and boundaryCOSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org



4 Working Group on Interpretation and Appliations 4

Figure 1: COSMO-LEPS integration domain (blue area) and lustering area (inside the redline).Aronym Ensemble size Convetion sheme ICs-BCsCOSMO-LEPS 20 Tiedtke from ECMWF-ENSCleps-10B 10 Behtold the same as 1-10 of COSMO-LEPSCleps-10T 10 Tiedtke the same as 1-10 of COSMO-LEPSCleps-20bt 20 Behtold + Tiedtke the same as COSMO-LEPSTable 1: Main features of the ensemble systems of Setion 2onditions. The basi idea of the Cleps20bt implementation is that ertain losure parameters used in modelformulation (as for the moist onvetive proesses) may be based on approximate physial knowledge. As aonsequene their values may be somewhat arbitrary, or they may have been tuned to give optimal resultsfor test ases that are not neessarily representative of more general appliations and/or for appliations athigh resolution. A summary of the ensembles features is presented in Table 1.The performane of the ensemble systems was analysed by onsidering the probabilisti predition of 6-humulated preipitation exeeding a number of thresholds for foreast up to 132 hours over the 2-monthperiod. Sine preipitation has a high-spatial variability, a high-density network, made of about 1000 stations

Figure 2: Observation network used for veri�ation.COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org



4 Working Group on Interpretation and Appliations 5over Northern Italy (Fig. 2), has been adopted in order to assess the preditive skill of the ensemble systems.For the omparison of the model foreasts against station reports the grid point losest to the observationone is seleted. In partiular the performane of the di�erent ensemble systems of Table 2 is examined forsix di�erent 6-h umulated preipitation thresholds: 1, 5, 10, 15, 25, 50 mm/6-h. Several thousands of eventswere reported for the �rst two thresholds, and several hundreds for the 15 mm/6-h threshold. On the otherhand it is immediately worth pointing out that, when onsidering the highest thresholds (25, 50 mm/6-h), alow number of ourrenes, even below 10 for the 50 mm/6-h, was found over the veri�ation period. As aonsequene this does not allow any solid statistial onlusion on the e�etive performane of the system forthese events over the period.For eah foreast range, the model performane has been evaluated by omputing the following "traditional"probabilisti sores (Wilks, 1995): the Brier Skill Sore (BSS), the Ranked Probability Skill Sore (RPSS),and the Perentage of Outliers (Buizza, 1997). A summary table of the veri�ation features is reported inTable 2.Veri�ation featuresvariable: 6-h umulated preipitation (00-06, 06-12,..UTC);Period: from 28th Marh to 31th May 2017 (about 60 days);region: Northern Italy;method: nearest grid-point; no-weighted fst;obs: non-GTS network, no obs error;fst ranges: 0-6 h, 6-12 h,..., 126-132 h;thresholds: 1, 5, 10, 15, 25, 50 mm/6 h;systems: Cleps-10B vs Cleps-10T, Cleps20bt vs COSMO-LEPS;sores: BSS, RPSS, Perentage of Outliers.Table 2: Main features of the veri�ation on�guration for the ensembles3 Comparison of 10-member ensemble system run with di�erent shemesThe BSS (Brier Skill Sore) for the Cleps-10T and Cleps-10B is presented in Fig.3. A 24-h running mean ishere applied to "smooth" the diurnal yle in model performane, improving the readability of the plot. Thissore tries to represent a quantitative estimate of the added value detetable in preipitation predition byusing the model foreast rather than a referene one (in this ase, limatology of the observed sample over theveri�ation period). The attention has been foused on two thresholds (1 mm/6-h and 15 mm/6-h), whihhave a quite large number of ourenes (higher than 1000 for the former, some hundreds for the latter) overthe veri�ation period.It is worth notiing that the BSS shows learly the loss of preditability with inreasing foreast range forboth systems. The model foreast has added value with respet to the referene limatology up to +120 hours.However the plot shows a di�erent skill of the 2 systems when di�erent thresholds and foreast ranges areonsidered. Over the veri�ation period, Cleps-10T performs generally better than Cleps-10B for the lowerthreshold (1 mm/6-h), while the opposite is true in high preipitation rates predition for foreast rangesfrom 3 days onwards. In other words, the ensemble systems seem to desribe di�erent types of foreast errors,possibly related to the di�erent onvetion shemes (Vasoni, 2017).In addition to this, the RPSS (Ranked Probability Skill Sore) of this system has been omputed for di�erentforeast ranges and ompared to that of COSMO-LEPS during the same period. The plot in Fig. 4 shows abetter performane of Cleps-10T for the foreast ranges up to +48 hours.These results an be seen onsistent with the theory aording to whih the ensemble systems whih arerun using either onvetion shemes an desribe a larger variety of unertainty and errors in preipitationpredition.Finally, the skill of the two systems has been assessed in terms of Perentage of Outliers (that is the ases inwhih observed rainfall value is not inside the ranges of possible values predited by the ensemble members,Fig. 5). Firstly it is worth pointing out that the total perentage of outliers (left panel) for both systems tendsto derease with inreasing foreast range beause of the inreasing spread with time between the ensemblemembers. A better performane of Cleps-10T, whih has a lower number of outliers than Cleps-10B, anbe notied, in partiular for the earlier foreast ranges. The right panel of Fig. 5 represents respetively thefration of points in whih observations lie above/below the range of predited values by the ensemble system.COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org



4 Working Group on Interpretation and Appliations 6

Figure 3: 24-h running mean of BSS in Cleps-10T and Cleps-10B (orange and green linerespetively) for 1 mm/6-h and 15 mm/6-h (solid and dashed line respetively) thresholds.

Figure 4: 24-h running mean of RPSS in Cleps-10T (orange line) and Cleps-10B (green line).A large amount of outliers below the minimum foreast value, indiative of an overestimation of minima ofpreipitation amount by Cleps-10B runs, an be seen. In partiular the perentage of outliers lying below theminimum predited values is higher for Cleps-10B than for Cleps-10T for all the foreast ranges studied. Thisseems to indiate that members with the Behtold sheme tend to produe some light prepitation also whenit is not observed. On the other hand, the fration of analysis point above the maximum tends to be similaror slightly lower for Cleps-10B. This exessive drizzle e�et ould be due to the shallow onvetion treatmentadopted by the Behtold sheme. This sheme in fat allows "shallow onvetion" to produe preipitation,whereas the Tiedtke sheme does not. It is possible that further tuning of the Behtold sheme, when adoptedat high resolution, is neessary to address this �drizzle� issue.COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 5: Left panel: Perentage of outliers for di�erent foreast ranges in Cleps-10T andCleps-10B (orange and green line respetively). Right panel: Perentage of outliers above/-below maximum/minimum predited values4 Performane of Cleps20bt and omparison with that of COSMO-LEPSA quantitative evaluation of Cleps20bt skill in terms of preipitation foreast over the the same period is thenpresented. The basi idea of this study is that ensemble systems whih are run using either onvetion shemesan desribe a larger variety of unertainty and errors in preipitation predition (Vasoni, 2017). Thus theimplementation of ensemble systems in whih the two shemes are "mixed" seems to be a reasonable issue todeal with unertanties due to the ambiguity linked to the use of a sheme or the other. It is worth pointingout that the implementation of this experimental system is onsistent only beause the average skill of themodel when it is run in ensemble mode with the Behtold sheme turned out to be roughly indistinguishable,from a statistial point of view, from that provided by running the model with the Tiedtke sheme, as shownin the previous Setion. In fat, in a well-onstruted ensemble, the skill of eah individual member, averagedover a large number of events, should be approximately idential not to introdued biases and/or systematierrors in the ensemble members distribution.The foreast skill in terms of preipitation of Cleps20bt is then assessed and ompared to that of COSMO-LEPS. The main results of this study are presented in the following plots.In Fig. 6 BSS (Brier Skill Sore) is presented for di�erent foreast ranges by onsidering several thresholds. Inpartiular the fous is on the same threshold as for the 10-member ase, for whih a relative large number ofevents has been reported (1 mm/6-h and 15 mm/6-h). In order to provide an overall desription of the modelsystem performane for the di�erent preipitation thresholds, the values reported in the plot are obtained,one again, by omputing the running mean of the 6-h preipitation foreast skill over 24 hours. The plotshows that Cleps20bt has higher values of BSS than COSMO-LEPS for the thresholds reported, espeiallyfor foreast ranges from 42 hours onwards (blue and red lines respetively).In addition to this, the RPSS (Ranked Probability Skill Sore) of this system has been omputed for di�erentforeast ranges and ompared to that of COSMO-LEPS during the same period. The omparison between the24-h running mean of RPSS for the two systems is presented in Fig. 7. Also in this ase a better performaneof Cleps20bt than that of COSMO-LEPS is evident for foreast ranges from 2 days onwards: for exampleRPSS in the foreast range +60-66 hours is about 5% higher in Cleps20bt than in COSMO-LEPS; it is about10% higher in the new system for +90-96 h, +96-102 h ranges.A similar behaviour an be detetable also in other sores (Brier Sore and ROC Area), whih are notpresented here.Finally the performane of the systems is evaluated in terms of the perentage of outliers (left panel in Fig.8). In addition to this, similarly to the 10-member ensembles ase, the perentage of outliers are disriminatedbetween the frations of points in whih observed values lay outside the foreast range over the full veri�ationCOSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 6: 24-h running mean of BSS values for 6-h aumulated preipitation exeeding 1 mmand 15 mm (solid and dashed line respetively) for di�erent foreast ranges in COSMO-LEPS(red line) and Cleps20bt (blue line).

Figure 7: 24-h running mean of RPSS values for 6-h aumulated preipitation for di�erentforeast ranges in COSMO-LEPS (red line) and Cleps20bt (blue line).period (right panel in Fig. 8). The perentage of outliers is redued in Cleps20bt over most of the foreastranges with respet to COSMO-LEPS, espeially from 3 days (+72 hours) onwards.The right panel in Fig. 8 shows that the total perentage of outliers is redued in Cleps20bt as a onsequeneof a derease in the number of points wherethe total preipitation maxima are underestimated omparedto COSMO-LEPS. In fat the fration of observations found above the maximum foreast value is lower inCleps20bt than in COSMO-LEPS, for most of foreast ranges, espeially in the medium range (from +72hours onwards). This is a quite enouraging result beause Cleps-20bt turns out to perform better than theoperational COSMO-LEPS in foreasting the possible peaks in umulated preipitation over the 2-monthperiod. It is worth underlining that the probabilisti foreast of these values is one of the most importantissue of operational systems, beause it regards the orret predition of heavy rainfall events, whih mayCOSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 8: Left panel: Perentage of outliers for di�erent foreast ranges in COSMO-LEPS(red line) and Cleps20bt (blue line). Right panel: Perentage of outliers above/below maxi-mum/minimum predited values.have a high impat on the soiety.This result, together with those presented in this setion, substantially agrees with the idea that, by adding aphysial perturbation to the system (like what we have done in this work using an ensemble system in whihtwo di�erent moist onvetive shemes are used), we an obtain a more appropriate desription of the phase-spae of all possible future atmospheri states whih are ompatible with the unertain model formulation ofthe moist onvetion sub-grid proesses. Thus, aording to this experimentation, the generation of a multi-physis ensemble system provides a positive impat on the foreast apability at high resolution. This isespeially true in early-medium range, when model errors start playing an important role and it is ruial foran ensemble system to provide an aurate desription of the di�erent soures of foreast de�ieny (Vasoni,2017).4 Summary and OutlookThe impat of the use of two moist onvetion shemes (the Tiedtke and Behtold shemes) has been studiedin ensemble mode. Firstly a 10-member ensemble with the Bethtold sheme (Cleps-10B), whih uses the sameinitial and boundary onditions as members 1-10 of the operational COSMO-LEPS, has been run has beenrun for approximately 2 months. The performane of these members has been assessed and ompared againto that of Cleps-10T, the 10-member ensemble made of members 1-10 of COSMO-LEPS; in partiular thespread/skill relation of the two 10-member ensemble in terms of total preipitation is evaluated. Veri�ationhas been performed for preipitation events ourred over Northern Italy (using the foreast at the gridpointsnearest to about 1000 stations) from 28th Marh to 31th May 2017. The average skill of the Cleps-10B runsturned out to be substantially indistinguishable, from a statistial point of view, from that provided by theCleps-10T ones. However a deeper analysis suggests that the two ensemble systems are haraterised bydi�erent types of foreast errors. Therefore a new 20-member ensemble system (Cleps20bt, whih has 10members run with Behtold plus 10 members run with Tiedtke and no dupliation of boundary onditions)has been implemented. In this system the Behtold sheme is used as a perturbation for the COSMO-LEPSensemble, so as to provide a quantitative desription of unertainties linked to the model representation of theumulus onvetion. Cleps20bt has been shown to have higher skill than COSMO-LEPS over the veri�ationperiod. In addition to this, the omparison of the Perentage of Outliers in the two systems shows a redutionin the fration of observed points lying outside the maximum or minimum foreast value in Cleps20bt. Theseresults suggest that the use of a probabilisti system in whih a multiple moist onvetion formulation is used,provides the opportunity to have a more omprehensive desription of the unertainties in total preipitationforeast linked to the sub-grid umulus representation.However, further work is neessary on this topi. Firstly the sensitivity of model foreast skill in terms ofCOSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org



4 Working Group on Interpretation and Appliations 10other variables (2-m temperature, humidity, 10m- wind speed) has to be assessed. In fat the use of di�erentshemes is expeted to have a great impat also on these variables at high resolution sales. In addition tothis, we plan to perform runs in ensemble mode for other seasons and at 5 km of horizontal resolution.Referenes[19℄ Arakawa, A., 2004. The umulus parameterization problem: Past, present, and future. J. Cli., 17, 2493-2525.[2℄ Behtold, P., M. Köhler, T. Jung, F. Doblas-Reyes, M. Leutbeher, M. Rodwell, F. Vitart and G. Bal-samo, 2008b. Advanes in simulating atmospheri variability with the ECMWF model: From synoptito deadal time-sales. Quart. J. Roy. Meteor. So., 134, 1337-1351.[19℄ Behtold, P., Semane, N., Lopez, P., Chaboureau, J., Beljaars, A. and Bormann, N. 2014. RepresentingEquilibrium and Nonequilibrium Convetion in Large-Sale Models. J. Atmosph. S., 71, 734-753.[19℄ Behtold, P., 2017. Atmospheri moist onvetion. Meteorologial Training Course Leture Series,ECMWF.[19℄ Buizza, R., 1997. Potential Foreast Skill of Ensemble Predition and Spread and Skill Distributions ofthe ECMWF Ensemble Predition System. Mon. Wea. Rev., 125, 99-119.[19℄ Doms. G. and Baldauf, M., 2015. A Desription of the Nonhydrostati Regional COSMO-Model. Part I:Dynamis and Numeris. (www.osmo-model.org).[19℄ Kuo, HL and Raymond, WH, 1980. A Quasi-one-Dimensional Cumulus Cloud Model and Parameteriza-tion of Cumulus Heating and Mixing E�ets. Mon. Wea. Rev., 108, 991-1009.[19℄ Marsigli, C., Montani, A., Nerozzi, F., Paagnella, T., Tibaldi. S., 2001. A strategy for high-resolutionensemble predition. Part II: limited-area experiments in four Alpine �ood events. Quart. J. Roy. Meteor.So., 127, 2095-2115.[19℄ Montani, A., Capaldo, M., Cesari, D., Marsigli, C., Modigliani, U., 2003a. Operational limited-area ensemble foreasts based on the Lokal Modell. ECMWF Newsletter 98, 2-7. Available at:http://www.emwf.int/publiations/.[19℄ Montani, A., Marsigli, C., Nerozzi, F., Paagnella, T., Tibaldi, S., and Buizza, R., 2003b. The Sover-ato �ood in Southern Italy: performane of global and limited-area ensemble foreasts. Nonlin. Pro.Geophys., 10, 261-274.[19℄ Montani, A., Cesari, D., Marsigli, C., and Paagnella, T., 2011. Seven years of ativity in the �eld ofmesosale ensemble foreasting by the COSMO-LEPS system: main ahievements and open hallenges.Tellus, 63, 605-624.[19℄ Mullen, SL. and Buizza, R., 2001. Quantitative Preipitation Foreasts over the United States by theECMWF Ensemble Predition System. Mon. Wea. Rev., 129, 638-663.[19℄ Randall, D., Arakawa, A., Khairoutdinov, M., and Grabowski, W. 2003. Breaking the Cloud Parameter-ization Deadlok. Bull. Amer. Met. So., 115, 1547-1564.[19℄ Steppeler, J., Doms, G., Shättler, U., Bitzer, W., Gassmann, A., Damrath, U., Gregori, G., 2003.Meso-gamma sale foreasts using the nonhydrostati model LM. Meteor. Atmos. Phys., 82, 75-96.[19℄ Tennekes, H., 1986. Foreasting foreast skill. Proeedings of the ECMWF Workshop on Preditability inthe Medium and Extended range, Reading, England.[19℄ Tibaldi, S., Paagnella, T., Marsigli, C., Montani, A. and Nerozzi, F., 2006. Limited area ensembleforeasting: the COSMO model. Preditability of Weather and Climate. Cambridge University Press,489-513.[19℄ Tietdke, M., 1989. A Comprehensive Mass Flux Sheme for Cumulus Parameterization in Large-SaleModels. Mon. Wea. Rev., 117, 1779-1800.[19℄ Vasoni, M., 2017. Sensitivity of foreast skill to the parameterisation of moist onvetion in the COSMOmodel. Master's Thesis in Physis of the Earth System, University of Bologna, Italy. Available athttp://amslaurea.unibo.it/14566/1/Tesi_Magistrale_Vasoni.pdf.[19℄ Wilks, D., 1995. Statistial methods in the atmospheri sienes. International Geophysis Series, Vol59. Aademi Press.COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Comparison and verification of different convection schemes in COSMO

modelV. Garbero1, N. Vela1,2, E. Oberto1, M. Milelli11 Arpa Piemonte, Dipartimento Sistemi Previsionali, Torino, Italia2 Università di Torino, Dipartimento di Fisia, Torino, Italia1 IntrodutionThe horizontal resolution of the urrent operational predition models is not su�ient to fully resolve on-vetion proesses, so di�erent parameterizations have been developed. In the operational COSMO model amass-�ux sheme developed by Tiedtke [1℄ and based on moisture onvergene losure is implemented. Re-ently another mass-�ux sheme has been implemented in COSMO, the Behtold sheme [2℄, whih is basedon CAPE losure and is already adopted in the operational ECMWF-IFS model. Sine the parameterizationof onvetion in limited-area models is an important soure of unertainty as regards the spatio-temporalforeast of preipitation, di�erent runs have been performed in the framework of the COSMO Priority TaskCIAO (implementation of the Behtold Convetion sheme In the model: deterministi And ensemble-mOdetests) to evaluate the performane of the di�erent onvetion shemes on the foreast skill.2 Model set-up and methodologyThe operational Tiedtke and the Behtold onvetion shemes have been tested over an integration domainovering Italy at the horizontal resolution of about 5 and 7 km (COSMO-I5 and COSMO-I7 respetively).Three ase studies have been hosen among various reent events of heavy preipitation and intense onvetiveproesses, two in summer that ourred over Piedmont on May 2017 and over Tusany on September 2017and one very unusual in winter that ourred over Piedmont on January 2018. Di�erent methods have beenused for verifying spatial foreast of preipitation and omparing the model output obtained by the twoonvetion shemes. First a qualitative evaluation has been arried out by visually omparing foreast andobservation maps of preipitation, then a quantitative approah has been applied, alled the neighborhood(fuzzy) veri�ation method. The fuzzy veri�ation method [5, 6℄ is a new spatial veri�ation tehnique whihdoes not require an exat math between foreast and observation. This multi sale-intensity approah returnsthe traditional model skills aording to di�erent preipitation intensities and spatial sales. In this way it anbe determined how the foreast skill varies with neighborhood size and whih is the smallest neighborhoodsize that provides a su�iently skillful foreast in order to answer the question: "What are the spatial salesat whih the foreast resembles the observations?" As suggested by Robert et al.[3℄ the Frational Skill Sore(FSS), whih ompares the foreast and observed frational overage of grid-box events in spatial windows ofinreasing size, has been used. The skillful spatial sale is L, alulated aording to the value of FSS (FSS> 0.5 + f /2), where f is the observed frational rainfall overage over the domain or wet-area ratio. Thisrepresents a lower limit of useful sales. If f is not very large, and it typially is not for a large domain, avalue of 0.5 an be used as a lower limit, whereas higher value has to be adopted for higher wet-area ratio.Preipitation foreast maps, referred to COSMO-T for Tiedtke onvetion sheme and COSMO-B for Behtoldonvetion sheme, have been ompared with the preipitation maps estimated by the radar omposite of theDepartment of Civil Protetion. In �gure 1 the omputational domain, the veri�ation domains over Italyand over Piedmont (red line, I-domain, and blak line, P-domain, respetively) and the radar omposite ofthe Department of Civil Protetion (red area) are shown.3 Results and veri�ationConerning the heavy rain event ourred on May 18-19 2017 over Piedmont, the 48 hours total preipitationforeast maps are visually ompared with observed preipitation map estimated by the radar ompositeof the Department of Civil Protetion in �gure 2. Only simulations performed by using the two desribedonvetion shemes with a resolution of 5 km are shown, sine results regarding 7 km resolution did not hangesigni�antly. Both the simulations with di�erent shemes represent quite well the total preipitation observedduring the event, even if the heavy rain over the Cuneo area (Southwestern Piedmont) was ompletely missed.Further the Behtold sheme seems to smooth peak values with respet to operational Tiedtke sheme.COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org



5 Working Group on Veri�ation and Case Studies 12In order to arry on a quantitative analysis of the results, the fuzzy veri�ation has been applied to twodi�erent domains, one overing the overall Italy (I-domain) and the other overing the Piedmont (P-domain),whih inludes the most rainfall overage and is indeed haraterized by a high wet-area ratio. The FSS mapsare shown in �gure 3 and they point out that the Tiedtke sheme has a slightly better overall behaviorthan Behtold sheme, even if the useful sale (number in bold) has no improvement. The useful sale hassome improvement in the smaller veri�ation domain, sine it is inluded only the event of interest and theunrelated rainy areas far away are exluded, although for 3-hourly preipitation rate higher than 2 mm thereis no useful sale L on those investigated (less or equal to 170 km).The same methodology of evaluation has been applied to the heavy rain event ourred on September 10 2017over Tusany. The daily preipitation foreast maps at 5 km resolution are visually ompared with observedpreipitation map in �gure 4. Unlike the previous event whih interested mainly the Piedmont, this eventinvolved the entire peninsula and the observed rainfall area overed large part of the veri�ation domain. Thesimulations with the two di�erent onvetion shemes are quite similar, though the Behtold sheme seemsto smooth peak values of preipitation ompared to Tiedtke sheme. High preipitation rates have been quitewell foreast over Tusany and Lazio, while they have been learly overestimated over Northern Italy.In �gure 5 the fuzzy veri�ation alulated over the Italy domain is shown for the di�erent onvetion shemesand points out that the Tiedtke sheme has a better performane than the Behtold one. The useful sales(L) for 3-hours rainfall aumulation of 5 mm and 2 mm are 170 km and 30 km for COSMO-T respetively,while COSMO-B has no usefule sale for the 5 mm threshold and for 2 mm L is 90 km.The last event of heavy preipitation to be analyzed is the one ourred over Northwestern Italy on January7-8 2018 and haraterized by some onvetive proesses suh as thunderstorm and lightings, very unusuallyin winter. It di�ers from the others sine preipitation was due to advetive and onvetive proesses andfurthermore ourred in di�erent forms, rain and snow. In �gure 6 the 48 hours total preipitation foreastmaps are visually ompared with observed preipitation map provided by the Department of Civil Protetion.It an be notied a very good agreement between simulations and measurements and Behtold sheme seemsto behave better than Tiedtke sheme. The best performane ompared to the other events is due to thefat that this event was mainly haraterized by advetive-stratiform preipitation proesses, more easily toforeast. Conversely the onvetive proesses ourring over a wide range of spatial and temporal sales, someof whih are poorly understood and not always adequately parameterized, are inherently di�ult to loatein spae and time orretly. In order to quantitatively evaluate the model performane, the fuzzy veri�ationhas been alulated for the two di�erent onvetion shemes over the Italy domain and the Piedmont domain,whih inludes the most of the event, and the results shown in �gure 7 point out that both shemes have aremarkable behavior. The useful sales L alulated over the I-domain for 3-hours rainfall aumulation of 10

Figure 1: Computational domain, veri�ation domain over Italy (I-domain, red line), veri�ation domainover Piedmont (P-domain, blak line) and radar omposite of the Department of Civil Protetion (red area).COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 2: 48 hour total preipitation maps over Piedmont on May 18-19 2017.

Figure 3: Fration Skill Sore for di�erent onvetion shemes and di�erent veri�ation domains at di�erentsales and di�erent preipitation intensities onerning the event of May 2017mm are 30 km for both shemes, while for 20 mm Behtold has a useful sale equal to 170 km and Tiedtkehas no useful sale. Fss values and useful sales have further improvement in the smaller veri�ation domain,where the unrelated rain areas are exluded: for 3-hours preipitation rates equal to 10 mm and 20 mm theuseful sales are respetively 10 km and 30 km. Behtold seems to be slightly better than Tiedtke exept forvery high preipitation rates, as pointed out in �gure 8 whih represents the di�erene between the FSS (T)COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 4: Daily preipitation maps over Italy on September 9 2017.

Figure 5: Fration Skill Sore for di�erent onvetion shemes and di�erent veri�ation domains at di�erentsales and di�erent preipitation intensities onerning the event of September 2017and FSS (B) at di�erent sales and preipitation intensity: red olors mean that the Tiedtke sheme behavesworse than Behtold, while blue olors mean the opposite.4 ConlusionsThe omparison of preipitation between foreast maps and radar maps provided by the Department ofCivil Protetion points out that both shemes have a quite good performane in term of FSS regarding lowpreipitation intensities, while it degrades by inreasing the intensity. The best values onern the veri�ationover the domain whih delimits the rain event, sine the fuzzy method an be misleading in the ase of a lotdomain area not overed by preipitation, as shown in literature [3, 4℄. The Tiedtke sheme shows a slightlyCOSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 6: Total preipitation maps over Italy on 8-9th January 2018.

Figure 7: Fration Skill Sore for di�erent onvetion shemes and di�erent veri�ation domains at di�erentsales and di�erent preipitation intensities onerning the event of January 2018COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 8: Fration Skill Sore for di�erent onvetion shemes and di�erent veri�ation domains at di�erentsales and di�erent preipitation intensities onerning the event of January 2018enhaned behavior with respet to Behtold in the summer ases, when only onvetive proesses happen. Theskill sores of both shemes remain quite unsatisfatory for high preipitation rates, where there is no usefulsale over those investigated (< 170 km), that means that models have not been able to loate onvetiveheavy rain events in time and spae aurately. Conversely in the winter ase, when preipitation is mainly dueto advetive proesses, FSS values are very good and useful sales ahieve 10 km. Furthermore the Behtoldsheme behaves better than Tiedtke, exept for very high preipitation intensity, sine the Behtold shemeseems to smooth peak values anyhow.Referenes[1℄ Tiedtke, M., 1989: A omprehensive mass �ux sheme for umulus parameterization in large-sale models.Mon. Wea. Rev., 117, 1779�1799.[2℄ Behtold, P., Bazile, E., Guihard, F., Masart, P. and Rihard, E., 2001: A mass-�ux onvetion shemefor regional and global models. Q. R. J. Meteorol. So., Vol. 127, 869-886.[3℄ Robert, N., Lean, H., 2008: Sale-seletive veri�ation of rainfall aumulations from high-resolutionforeasts of onvetive events. Mon. Wea. Rev., 136, 78�97.[4℄ Robert, N. 2008: Assessing the spatial and temporal variation in the skill of preipitation foreasts froman NWP model Meteorol. Appl., 15, 163-169.[5℄ Ebert EE., 2008: Fuzzy veri�ation of high resolution gridded foreasts: a review and proposed framework.Meteorologial Appliations, 15, 53�66[6℄ Amodei, M. and Stein, J., 2009: Deterministi and fuzzy veri�ation methods for a hierarhy of numerialmodels. Met. Apps, 16, 191�203
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C2I Workshop on ICON-LAM Setup & ExperimentsD. Rieger1, H. Asensio1, C. Barbu2, D. Blinov3, G. Bonatti4, E. Buhignani5, I. Cerenzia6,R. C. Dumitrahe2, D. Egerer1, V. Garbero7, T. Gastaldo6, W. Interewiz8, P. Khain9, A.Kirsanov3, F. Marui10, P. Merogliano5, A. Montani6, G. de Morsier11, C. Osuna11, V.Poli6, D. Reinert1, T. Reinhardt12, R. Satamahia10, A. Shtivelman9, and R. Silveira13

1DWD, Germany
2NMA, Romania
3RHM, Russia

4INMET, Brazil
5CIRA, Italy

6ARPAE-SIMC, Italy
7ARPA Piemonte, Italy
8IMGW-PIB, Poland

9IMS, Israel
10COMET, Italy

11MCH, Switzerland
12ZGeoBw, Germany
13SIMEPAR, Brazil1 IntrodutionThe COSMO Priority Projet C2I (Transition of COSMO to ICON) aompanies a transition phase of theCOSMO onsortium to the new modelling system ICON used in its limited-area mode (ICON-LAM). Theaim is to ensure a smooth transition by taking step by step together.After the o�ial kik-o� of the C2I projet at the ICON Training Course in April 2018 the partiipatinginstitutions started with the installation at their HPC systems. In order to failitate the proess of setting upexperiments and to gather experienes jointly, it was deided to ondut a C2I workshop. For this workshop,the partiipants prepared their individual on�gurations (i.e., domain extension, grid spaing). The �rst partof the workshop was to o�er an environment where the partiipants ould perform simulations for theirindividual setup with the help of experiened ICON developers. The seond part of the workshop gave thepartiipants the free spae to hoose their own fous on how to ontinue with the ICON simulations. Forexample, they ould try to run the simulations at their own HPC system, adapt their COSMO postproessingto the ICON results or try di�erent on�gurations. Experiened ICON developers assisted the partiipantsalso at this seond part of the workshop. The theoretial part was kept very short, only an introdution onhow to get started with ICON, an overview on ICON-LAM settings, a pratial tutorial on visualization usingGrADS and an exerise on Fieldextra were given.The hane that was o�ered by the �exibility of the workshop was seized and the partiipants had very di�erentfouses. This also highlights the di�erene to the ICON Training Course where well-prepared simulations areonduted and theoretial letures are given.2 Ahievements for BrazilThe partiipants from Brazil, Gilberto Bonatti (INMET) and Reinaldo Silveira (SIMEPAR), hose a setupwhih losely resembles the urrent operational COSMO-7 setup for Brazil. Using a R3B8 grid, i.e. with 6.5 kme�etive resolution, the domain overs South Ameria ompletely. The extent of the ICON-South-Ameriadomain an be seen in the top part of �gure 1.The key tasks that were set for the workshop are:� Install dwd-iontools at xe DWD HPC,� Remap initial and boundary onditions for South Ameria domain at 6.6km,� Setting up the namelist for ICON,COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 1: Comparison of the 24 h aumulated preipitation on 13 Otober 2018 between the Brazilian ICON6.5 km domain (top), the operational COSMO foreast (bottom left) and measurements (bottom right). Pleasenote the di�erent olor sales, i.e., very low values for ICON are in blue and for the other pitures in white.� Run ICON with tropial setup and without tropial setup, using ion global lateral boundaries,� Generate output and vizualization, and� Install and run ICON at INMET HPC.These tasks were ful�lled and �rst results for ICON preipitation ompared to the operational COSMOforeast and measurements an be seen in �gure 1. While the ICON foreast shows, in general, similar featuresas the COSMO foreast, there is one partiular region where ICON shows better results than COSMO. Thearea with preipitation measured whih an be seen in the North Eastern part, i.e. in the South of Piaui state,is aptured by ICON.ICON was suessfully run at the INMET HPC system. However, it was driven by already interpolated data.Installing and running the iontools remains an open issue.3 Ahievements for IsraelThe partiipants from Israel, Pavel Khain (IMS) and Alon Shtivelman (IMS), hose a setup named ICON-C3using a R2B10 grid, i.e. with 2.5 km e�etive resolution. First results using IFS initial and boundary onditionsCOSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 2: First results for the Israeli 3 km domain on 1 Otober 2018 with initial and boundary onditionsfrom IFS.an be seen in �gure 2. The following tasks were ahieved:� ICON-C3 run on ECMWF omputer, based on global IFS data, data retrieved using the mars4ion_smisript provided in the ICON ode,� ICON-D2 run on ECMWF omputer, based on global ICON data (whih is needed in the frameworkof the Priority Projet T2RC2),� ICON-D2 run on ECMWF omputer, based on ICON-EU data,� Visualization of triangles on ECMWF omputer,� Usage of FieldExtra for interpolating triangles on DWD omputer, and� ICON-C3 run on IMS omputer, based on global IFS with previously remapped �les.As pointed out by the last bullet point, it was possible to run ICON at the IMS HPC system with previouslyremapped data. So far, a running version of the iontools at the IMS HPC omputer ould not be installedand remains an open issue.4 Ahievements for ItalyFor Italy, members of four di�erent institutions partiipated at the C2I workshop: Ines Cerenzia, ThomasGastaldo, Andrea Montani and Virginia Poli from ARPAE-SIMC, Valeria Garbero from ARPA Piemonte,Edoardo Buhignani and Paola Merogliano from CIRA, and Franesa Marui and Riardo Satamahiafrom COMET. Eah of the instutions prepared an own setup for ICON. The ahievements and fouses of thedi�erent institutions will be desribed in the following.The partiipants from ARPAE-SIMC (Thomas Gastaldo, Andrea Montani and Virginia Poli) hose a R2B10setup (2.5 km e�etive resolution) on a domain that overs Italy and the surrounding Mediterranean regions.The extent of the domain an be seen in �gure 3. The following ahievements were reahed:� Running ICON-LAM on DWD HPC,� Compilation of iontools & ICON on ECMWF HPC,� Run on ECMWF HPC,� Compilation of ICONTOOLS & ICON on CINECA HPC, and� Run ionremap on CINECA HPC.COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 3: Mean sea level pressure on 21 September 2018, 3UTC, for the ARPAE-SIMC domain at 2.5 km.Initial and boundary data are derived from global ICON foreast (left) and IFS foreast (right). Please notethe slightly di�erent olor sales.Although running ICON on CINECA HPC resulted in an error, a �x for the partiular error is well knownand further tests will be performed after the workshop. As visible in the list of ahievements, a lear fouswas set to port ICON to di�erent available HPC systems and get it ready for further studies.

Figure 4: Aumulated preipitation in the Emilia Romagna and Tusany region on 14 September 2017from radar measurements (top left), ICON 5km (bottom left), COSMO-I5 Tiedtke (top right) and COSMO-I5 Behtold (bottom right). Please note the di�erent olor sales!For a team from ARPA Piemonte and ARPAE-SIMC (Valeria Garbero and Ines Cerenzia), a large domainovering Italy and adjaent regions on a R4B8 grid (i.e. 5 km e�etive resolution) was hosen. For the visual-izations, however, only a subregion entered around Tusany and Emilia Romagna is displayed (see �gure 4).The image provides a �rst omparison between the ICON results, measurements and results from two di�erentCOSMO on�gurations using Tiedtke and Behtold onvetion respetively. The strong maximum that wasmeasured near Livorno was not aptured by any of the simulations. Taking the very di�erent olor sale intoonsideration, other features in the measured preipitation are reprodued by ICON.COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org



4 Working Group on Implementation and Referene Version 21A strong fous was set on preparing IFS initial and boundary data. A workaround was found for the inter-polation problems whih will be further elaborated in the setion onerning problems and open issues. Themars4ion_smi sript whih is provided with ICON to retrieve global IFS data was adapted for limited arearetrievals. Open issues with retrieving IFS data on limited-area domains are also further disussed in theproblems and open issues setion.

Figure 5: Results for the 2m temperature on 21 September 2018, 21UTC, from a simulation over the wholeItalian area at 7 km, driven by ICON (top left) or IFS (top right). Total preipitation for the high-resolutiondomain driven with ICON initial and boundary onditions (bottom left) and IFS initial and boundary on-ditions (bottom right).The partiipants from CIRA, Edoardo Buhignani and Paola Merogliano, prepared two di�erent setups.The �rst domain overs the whole Italian area at 6.5 km e�etive resolution (R3B8) and is fored both byICON global and IFS data. The simulations were performed for 21 September 2018. A omparison betweenthe simulations with di�erent foring data in terms of 2m temperature at 21UTC an be seen in the top rowof �gure 5. The strongest di�erenes are in the oastal areas whih ould be due to the interpolation of SSTand soil temperature or di�erenes in the land mask between the driving model and ICON-LAM. As pointedout before, the interpolation proedure for IFS data needs to be investigated further.The seond domain is a small high-resolution (R2B11, 1 km) domain entered around the Campania region.Initial and boundary onditions were saved in NetCDF format. Some problems were enountered due to nameonventions. The ditionary for lateral boundary onditions (dit.latb �le) had to be modi�ed. Foringdata was provided both by ICON global and by IFS. In the bottom row of �gure 5 the total preipitationas simulated by ICON driven with ICON global data (left) and IFS data (right) is shown. Convetion wastriggered lose to the Northern and Eastern boundaries in both ases. The position of the individual onvetiveells, however, is di�erent between the two simulations.Franesa Marui and Riardo Satamahia from COMET prepared two di�erent setups. The �rst setupalled ICON-ME at 5 km (R2B10) overs the whole Mediterranean and adjaent regions. It resembles theCOSMO-ME setup. The extent an be seen in the left part of �gure 6 (although the land ontours aremissing). The �rst results displayed in �gure 6 were ahieved with the global IFS initial and boundaryonditions prepared by DWD for the workshop.The seond domain alled ICON-IT uses a R9B8 grid (2.2 km e�etive resolution) whih resembles the urrentCOSMO-IT on�guration. Initial and boundary onditions from the previous ICON-ME simulation are used.The extent of the domain and �rst results are depited in the right part of �gure 6.COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 6: Results for the ICON-ME domain at 5 km (left) and the high-resolution ICON-IT domain at 2 km(right). The simulations of 21 September 2018 were driven by IFS data.As hinted by the hoie of the setup, the �rst fous was set on running the high-resolution ICON-IT as ano�ine-nest inside the ICON-ME domain. A seond fous was set on preparing and retrieving IFS initial andboundary onditions in an e�ient way. The operational stream of IFS data for COMET provides data ona limited-area frame grid. Several adaptions are neessary for this data to be usable as boundary data forICON. Among the hanges are the alulation of soil moisture index (SMI), adaption of pressure levels (i.e.,only z or phi at surfae are needed, other z and phi should not be present) and U and V must be remappedto U and V instead of VN (wind normal to ICON triangle edges).Tests were performed on the ECMWF HPC system. Using a workaround for a bug, data from the operationalstream was tested with and without using a frame grid in the remap proess. Tehnially, the tests weresuessful. The results, however, were not orret, most probably beause of the workaround.5 Ahievements for PolandWitold Interewiz from IMGW hose a R2B10 (2.5 km e�etive resolution) grid overing Poland and adjaentregions. The extent of the domain an be seen in �gure 7. After a �rst try with a on�guration without usinga redued radiation grid, it was deided to rerun the grid generator and try a simulation for 21 Septemberusing also a redued radioation grid.A fous was set on running a high-impat weather situation on 9 and 10 August 2017 and adapting theCOSMO postproessing environment from IMGW to the ICON-LAM simulation. Figure 7 douments thesuess of this e�ort. The top �gure shows the 24 h preipitation in ombination the loud over on 10 August2017, 0UTC. The bottom �gure depits the wind speed and diretion for the same time.6 Ahievements for RomaniaThe main fous of Cosmin Barbu and Rodia Claudia Dumitrahe was to run ICON in a similar on�gurationas the urrent operational on�guration at NMA and gain experiene with ICON whih is neessary for thefuture support ativities of NMA.The setup for Romania inludes a 6.5 km (R3B8) domain overing a large area around Romania and a seond,high-resolution domain at 2.8 km (R7B8) overing Romania. The extent of the high-resolution domain an beseen in �gure 8.Due to the neessary HPC resoures, one of the questions that were investigated was, whether the 6.5 kmdomain is bene�ial (or neessary) as an intermediate step between the global ICON data from DWD andthe high-resolution domain. The alternative ould be to use the global ICON data diretly as initial andboundary ondition for the high-resolution domain. This an be justi�ed as the global ICON data ontainsthe solution of the 6.5 km ICON-EU nest. Figure 8 shows results from a high-resolution simulation diretlynested into ICON global (top left), a simulation that uses a 6.5 km limited-area simuation as an intermediatestep (top right) and the di�erene between the results (bottom). It turns out that loal di�erenes in thelowest model layer temperature of up to 2◦ our. A strong di�erene of up to 4◦ is visible at the Blak Sea.The reason for this strong, unexpeted di�erene has to be investigated in more detail. In general, furtherCOSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 7: Total loud over and preipitation (top) and wind speed and diretion (bottom) after 24 h ofsimulation on 10 August 2017, 0UTC, for the Polish 2.5 km domain.

Figure 8: Results for 2m temperature on 21 September 2018 in the Romanian (NMA) high-resolutiondomain. The 2.8 km simulation is diretly driven by global ICON data (top left) or with an intermediate step,i.e., a 6.5 km simulation of the Romanian domain (top right). The bottom �gure shows the di�erene betweenthe results.ases and omparisons with measurements have to be taken into aount to reah a onlusion.COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 9: Total loud over (white) and aumulated 48 h preipitation (blue) on 21 September 2018 for the6.5 km Russian domain (left) and the 3.2 km nested domain (right).The partiipants from RHM, Denis Blinov and Alexander Kirsanov, prepared one large domain named ICON-RU7 whih uses an R3B8 grid (6.5 km e�etive resolution). The extent of ICON-RU7 an be seen in �gure 9.The left part of the �gure shows results of an ICON-RU7 simulation while the right part shows the topographyin ombination with results from a nest whih will be desribed in the following. An online two-way nest namedICON-RU3 (R3B9, 3.2 km) was added to over most of the densely populated regions of Russia. The extent isvisualized by the frame in the right part of �gure 9.Figure 9 shows the total loud over (in white) ombined with aumulated 48 h preipitation (in blue) on23 September 2018, 0UTC. Minor di�erenes in the struture of the loud �elds and the preipitation arevisible, a quantitative omparison has not been performed.In the urrent operational setup, RHM is performing omprehensive air quality foreasts with COSMO-ART (inluding hemistry and seondary aerosol formation). This is done for a small domain around theMosow region. For this reason, �rst tests with ICON-ART have been performed. A simulation of an arti�ialvolano eruption ('The Great Mosow Eruption') near Mosow with ICON-LAM-ART has been performedsuessfully.Additionally, tests have been performed at the RHMHPC system. ICON and the iontools have been ompiled,data provided at the workshop as well as the atual data sent to RHM were remapped and ICON-LAMsimulations were performed. ICON-ART worked with the binary ompiled at DWD also at the RHM HPC(as the systems are very similar). The ICON-ART binary ompiled at RHM, however, showed some problems,probably related to the xml library installed at RHM.8 Ahievements for SwitzerlandGuy de Morsier and Carlos Osuna from MCH hose a double-nested setup at very high resolutions with thefollowing domains:� Swiss R19B08 (1km), the extent is shown in the top part of �gure 10,� Alps R19B09 (500m), the extent is shown in the bottom part of �gure 10, and� a small domain around Zurih, Zrh R19B10 (250m).For the test ase of 21 September 2018, several on�gurations using di�erent initial and boundary onditions,et., have been tested. The following ahievements were reahed:� Could ompile both ion and iontools with g and ray on 2 CSCS omputers,� Remap ICON (global) & IFS data to obtain IC and LBC,� Swiss domain (1km) ould run with ICON +48h and +33h with IFS IC and LBC, and� 1 nest with Swiss and Alps with ICON IC and LBC to +12h.COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 10: First results for the large Swiss 1 km domain (top) and the nested 500m region following thearh desribed by the Alps (bottom).Unfortunately, a simulation with the 250m nested region around Zurih was not suessful, the errors arebeing investigated.9 Problems Enountered & and Open IssuesThe usage of ICON for high-resolution limited-area simulations with the NWP physis pakage has juststarted. It was expeted that some problems our at a workshop where this mode of ICON is used in verydi�erent on�gurations. In this setion, we want to provide an overview on the most pressing problems thatwere enountered and an outlook on possible solutions is given.� InterpolationThe estimation of oe�ients for the RBF interpolation in the iontools (intp_method = 3) did notwork as intended for masked �elds. This bug resulted in interpolated �elds as visualized in �gure 11.During the workshop, the most onvenient solution was to use another interpolation method, namelynearest neighbor (intp_method = 4).The development version of the iontools already ontains a �x for this behavior. A new version will beprepared and distributed within the next weeks.� Visualization of ICON results on triangular gridIt is not an easy task to visualize ICON data on the native triangular grid. Espeially for interpolationproblems as desribed above, it is neessary to take a look at the data on the triangular grid. Duringthe workshop, this was done by adapting a NCL sript to the needs.There are multiple ways to visualize ICON data on triangular grid. Unfortunately, GrADS whih isprobably the most used visualization software in COSMO an not be used for this task. For example,COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 11: Example for an interpolation bug in ionremap of IFS data that many of the partiipants werefaing. The visualization was performed with NCL on the native triangular ICON grid.NCL or Python an be used and the COSMO partners should share their sripts and experienes in thefuture.� Retrieval of limited-area IFS dataMany of the COSMO members are using IFS data from ECMWF as initial and boundary data for theirforeasting system. A sript to retrieve ICON-onform IFS data is provided as a part of the soureode (named mars4ion_smi). The original intention of this sript, however, is to retrieve global initialdata. Hene, the �les are muh larger than they need to be for limited-area appliations. The sriptsalso performs preproessing of the data, i.e. soil moisture index (SMI) is alulated and subsequentlyused instead of the soil water ontent. This makes the resulting soil moisture more independent fromsoil types, whih an be di�erent between IFS and ICON. It turned out that adapting the sript tolimited-area mode retrieval reated other problems. Two horizontal grids turned up in the �le retrievedfor the limited area whih made the iontools rash. In addition, the SMI did not show up in theretrieved data.A bug has been identi�ed within the underlying I/O library CDI whih aused the problem with twohorizontal grids. A bug�x will be provided as soon as it is available and tested. In general, a limited-areaoption has to be added to the mars4ion_smi sript. As this is important for several COSMO members,a task fore should be established that adds the features needed by COSMO to the mars4ion_smi sript.� generatingCenter and generatingSubCenterCurrently, the generatingCenter and generatingSubCenter of grib �les used for ICON has to be DWD(i.e., 78 and 255). This an, if neessary, be ontrolled during the grid �le generation. If the enter andsubenter are di�erent, they have to be overwritten by a namelist swith in ICON.The hanges neessary to aept also data from other enters will be investigated.� Portability of ICON and iontoolsMany partiipants pointed out their problems in porting ICON and the iontools to a new HPCplatform.In most of the ases, two reasons are responsible. One is the onfusing realization of the on�gureenvironment of ICON and onfusions due to the multiple Make�les of the iontools. The other reasonCOSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org



4 Working Group on Implementation and Referene Version 27are the requirements to the software stak. Reent ompiler versions in ombination with multiplelibraries that should be built with the same ompiler version are neessary. Sometimes, it is even aombination of both reasons. There are e�orts at DWD and MPI-M to inrease the portability of theodes.10 Summary and OutlookDespite the previously mentioned problems that were enountered during the workshop, eah group was ableto ahieve a great deal of progress with ICON-LAM. Eah of the groups was able to suessfully performsimulations with their hosen on�guration. In addition, several groups managed to run ICON also on theirHPC system and/or on the ECMWF HPC system. The COSMO members are now well-prepared to startwith a testing phase of ICON at their institutions and the seond phase of the Priority Projet C2I.Besides that, several ahievements with respet to pre- and postproessing were ahieved. The retrival ofglobal IFS data as initial and boundary ondition has worked and a more e�ient way to retrieve limited-area data is being investigated. Some COSMO members were able to drive an ICON-LAM simulation withthe ICON data that they reeive routinely from DWD for their COSMO foreasts. The feasibility of adaptinga COSMO postproessing suite to ICON was also proofed.The C2I Workshop on Setup & Experiments suessfully provided an entry point for the individual ICON-LAM simulations of the COSMO members. Besides the ahievements presented so far, the workshop alsofostered the ollaboration between the COSMO partners. Individual ahievements are shared with the otherCOSMO members and a lose network is established that eases a joint transition phase to ICON-LAM.
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ICCARUS 2018 - The ICON/COSMO/CLM/ART User SeminarDaniel Rieger1, Christian Steger1, Bernhard Vogel2 and Günther Zängl1

1Deutsher Wetterdienst, O�enbah am Main, Germany
2Karlsruhe Institute of Tehnology, Karlsruhe, Germany1 OverviewThe ICON/COSMO/CLM/ART User Seminar (ICCARUS) brings together developers and users of theCOSMO-model and the ICON model from di�erent meteorologial servies, universities and researh in-stitutions. With about 200 partiipants from 17 ountries, ICCARUS is the hub for the sienti� exhangebetween these di�erent users and developers. Figure 1 shows a group piture of this years' partiipants.

Figure 1: Group piture of the ICCARUS 2018 partiipants.In this year, the seminar was held for the �rst time under its new name ICCARUS. The new name beameneessary, as users and developers of ICON joined the seminar in the year 2017. This led to the long andunhandy name ICON/COSMO/CLM/ART User Seminar. For this reason, an ideas ompetition was arrangedwhere ICCARUS was suggested by eight submissions. The searh for a new logo was also suessful whihan be seen in Figure 2.The program ontained 112 ontributions in total. 44 of these were presented as oral speehes and 68 in form ofa poster. The ontributions were organized within 10 di�erent sessions. The sessions are 'Data Assimilation','Model Input Data', 'Dynamis and Numeri', 'Clouds, Chemistry, Aerosol and Radiation', 'Planetary Bound-ary Layer', 'Soil, Vegetation, and Oean', 'Veri�ation (NWP) and Evaluation (RCM)', 'Preditability andEnsemble Systems', 'NWP Model Appliations and Case Studies' and 'RCM Model Appliations'. Figure 3shows a piture of the opening of the seminar held by the president of DWD, Prof. Gerhard Adrian (Fig-ure 3). Then, Prof. Sarah Jones, the head of the DWD Business Area Researh and Development, welomedthe partiipants of the seminar and summarized reent ahievements and advanes at DWD.2 Sienti� HighlightsCertainly, the invited talks supported by COSMO turned out to be two of the highlights of ICCARUS2018. Prof. Robin Hogan from ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Foreasts, Reading)provided an overview on radiation in NWP. He foussed on reent advanes and the �ve 'grand hallenges'COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 2: The new logo for ICCARUS designed by Nora Leps (Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, DeutsherWetterdienst).

Figure 3: The president of Deutsher Wetterdienst, Prof. Gerhard Adrian, opens the ICCARUS 2018.in the future. These are the surfae, louds, lear-sky absorption, the middle atmosphere and e�ieny.The SPARTACUS (Speedy Algorithm for Radiative Transfer through Cloud Sides, [1℄) solver to aount foromplex 3-D surfaes was introdued and the bene�ts were shown in appliations to forests and urban areas.The same solver was also used to aount for 3-D e�ets of louds leading to, for example, improved solarpower foreasts. For lear-sky ases, the improvements in foreasting Indian monsoon rainfall by using reentaerosol estimates were pointed out. A large stratospheri temperature bias during the polar winter has beenpersistent in the IFS model for at least 25 years. Removing this temperature bias in an experiment with anarti�ial redution of water vapor signi�antly inreased the overall foreast quality. In terms of omputationale�ieny, radiation in global models is typially used at a dereased spatial, temporal or spetral resolutionor a ombination of these. An assessment of the urrent state in the IFS model showed that the balaneshould be shifted towards an inreased temporal resolution.The seond invited talk was held by Dr. Martin Losh from AWI (Alfred Wegener Institute, Bremerhaven).The presentation stressed the importane of high resolution in sea ie modelling. After introduing the oneptof visous-plasti sea ie models, impressive visualizations of high-resolution horizontal sea-ie distributionswere shown. From omparisons with satellite measurements, it was learly visible that the spatial salingproperties are reprodued well. However, the number of deformation events is too low in models. To stressthe importane of aurate sea ie modelling, Dr. Losh foussed on land fast ie in the seond half of histalk. This is the term for ie that is fastened to the shore lines and is not moving. The border of land fastie plays a signi�ant role as polynyas an develop there. These polynyas are important for energy transfer,COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org



5 Climati Loal area Modeling Community (COSMO-CLM) 30the mixing of water layers and salinity. Although the solutions do not onverge, the results of high-resolutionmodels are more realisti. Thus, this further highlights the importane of high resolution sea ie modellingespeially for oupled models.Besides the invited talks, there are traditionally overview talks onerning eah of the di�erent models andommunities involved in ICCARUS. Dr. Ulrih Shättler from DWD ould present the long awaited version5.05 of the COSMO-model. Starting with a retrospetive summary, he explained the reasons for the latedelivery of the COSMO-model version 5.05. After the introdution of the ommon COSMO-ICON physispakage, the di�erent tests showed heterogeneous results. While hindasts showed bene�ts, the full dataassimilation experiements performed worse with one problem being the drying out of soil. Even some rashesof ensemble members happened. This led to the deision to introdue DWDs' new setup COSMO-D2 withthe old physis settings. Dr. Shättler also stressed the point, that, anyways, due to signi�ant di�erenesin the preproessing of external data not all ICON physis developments ould be used in COSMO. Thereal uni�ation of the physis used in global and regional NWP will ome along with ICON-LAM (ICON inlimited-area mode).Dr. Günther Zängl from DWD presented the plans for a transition from the COSMO-model to ICON-LAM.The basi motiviation is to establish one uni�ed modelling system overing all the operational appliationsat DWD. This results in a redution of the workload for implementing and testing model improvements.These plans inlude a oupling of KENDA and ICON-LAM with a �rst version being ready in the summer2018. A onsolidated version an be expeted at the end of 2018. This marks one of the ruial steps forthe operationalization of ICON-LAM, whih is planned for summer 2019 in the parallel routine and �nallybeoming operational in the seond half of 2020. As this is a sort of pioneering work with ICON-LAM, thetransition plan for the other COSMO members is temporally shifted. To prepare and organize this proess, Dr.Daniel Rieger from DWD initiated the COSMO priority projet C2I (Transition of COSMO to ICON) thataompanies the intended joint transition of the COSMO members to ICON-LAM. Dr. Zängl then showed theresults of �rst ICON-LAM tests in a on�guration that mathes losely the COSMO-D2 setup. These hindastexperiments driven by data from ICON-EU assimilation yle over seven di�erent months spread over allseasons. The results were also ompared to two months of COSMO-D2 referene experiments. The outomeis that ICON-D2 shows signi�antly better sores than COSMO-D2, in partiular for variables for whih theCOSMO model has known weaknesses. This provides a good starting point for upoming experiments withdata assimilation yling.ICON is being developed in a strong ollaboration between DWD and Max-Plank-Institute for Meteorologyin Hamburg. For the �rst time, this was also re�eted in the presentations at ICCARUS. Dr. Maro Giorgetta,the head of development of the atmospheri omponent of the ICON limate mode, presented an overview ofthe limate physis pakage and reent evaluation experiments. The most important requirements for thesedevelopments are a losed water yle, a realisti energy budget and aeptable biases. It should also be�exible enough to over a wide range of resolutions. The primary goals of the tuning e�orts were a near-zeroenergy balane at the top of the model atmosphere and small errors in oean surfae stress. In summary, thetuning e�orts were suessful for a ertain resolution providing a good representation of the mean limateand its variability. The improvements due to the tuning e�orts were larger than hanges that an be ahievedby simply inreasing the resolution without re-tuning. Cirulation patterns in the middle atmosphere and thevertial distribution of louds are hallenges to be addressed in the future.The Aerosols and Reative Trae gases (ART) extension has a long history together with COSMO in aademias well as in operational appliations. In this year, the presentation of Dr. Heike Vogel from KIT (KarlsruheInstitute of Tehnology) foussed on the development of ICON-ART. A large part of the parameterizationsthat are needed for aerosol and hemistry simulations are already implemented and suessfully tested inICON-ART. The remaining parameterizations have reahed a state where �rst tests are being onduted.ICON-ART is already used for quasi-operational mineral dust foreasts in the framework of the PerduSprojet. The modelling system is also ready to be used in ase of aidental releases of pollutants as well asvolani eruptions. A partiular fous was laid on the �exibility of the ICON-ART system. The omplexity ofthe aerosol dynamis as well as of the hemial mehanism an be hosen freely. This allows for a wide rangeof appliations with ICON-ART. This ranges, e.g., from stratospheri hemistry on limate time sales downto studies dealing with the impat of aerosol partiles on radiation and louds on weather time sales.3 OutlookIt an be seen from the highlights of the invited and soliited talks that ICON has arrived at ICCARUS witha growing number of ontributions. This of partiular importane for the upoming COSMO priority projetC2I. As the next few COSMO years will be onerned with this transition to ICON used in limited areamode, ICCARUS o�ers a platform to bring the di�erent ommunities involved in COSMO and ICON furthertogether.COSMO Newsletter No. 18: November 2018 www.osmo-model.org



5 Climati Loal area Modeling Community (COSMO-CLM) 31We want to thank all partiipants of ICCARUS 2018 for their ontributions to the suess of this informativeand inspiring seminar. Speial thanks go to the members of the organizational ommittee: Anja Thomas,Daniel Egerer and Bernd Kress. We also want to thank the helpers at the seminar, Heidelore Turau andAlexander Shreiner, and to Bernd Frey who is responsible for the registration website. Last but not least,we want to thank Dr. Barbara Früh and Dr. Ulrih Blahak for sharing their experiene in organizing thisseminar whenever needed.With the international popularity of the COSMO- and ICON-model, ICCARUS 2018 o�ered a program withmany outstandig sienti� ontributions. The diverse sope of topis ranging all the way from LES simulationsto limate projetions shows that the ommunities and models onneted to ICCARUS already over whatis summarized by the term 'seamless predition'.Referenes[1℄ Hogan, RJ, Shäfer, SAK, Klinger, C, Chiu, JC, Mayer, B, 2016: Representing 3-D loud radiation e�etsin two-stream shemes: 2. Matrix formulation and broadband evaluation J. Geophys. Res.-Atmos., 121,14, 8583�8599.
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